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8QUT~-EASJERN DRANCH WEST SusswS DISTRsWT.-The autnmn meeting of
the above district will be held at the Marine Hotel, Worthiinig, on Thursday,
November 22nd, at 4 P.*r., Dr. Kelly in the-chair. The following gentlemen
have promised to read papers. Dr. Kelly, on House-Drainage; and Dr. Uhthoff.
The dinner will be served at S P.x.-G. B. COLLET, Honorary Secretary, 5, The
Steyne, Worthing.

CORRESPONDENCEI
PYOSALPINX.

Snt,-Will you kindly permit me to publish the following extract
from a letter just received from Dr. Lusk, professor of surgery at
the New York Hospital?
"As the first-fruit of my visit to Birmingham I have to report the

removal of a tube distended with pus to such a degree that at first I
couldhardly believe it was not a portion of the large intestine. It
was over two inches in diameter, and I was obliged to enlarge the
abdominal wound to five inches before I could extract it. The opera-
tion was performed two weeks ago, and the patient appears to be
relieved of the source of a great deal of suffering."

This letter goes to prove the points upon which I laid some stress
at the last meeting of the Obstetrical Society, that these cases are
not at all rare, that the patients are in constant danger of their
lives, and that the disease can be dealt with only by abdominal
section.-I am, etc.,

I.rnmingham, Nov. 13. LAWSON TAIT.

NITIITEG OF 8ODIUM.
Siru,--As a recent paper by Dr. Ringer and myself on " Nitrite of

Sodium as a Toxic Agent" has excited adverse criticism in the
daily press, I venture to ask permission to say a few words by way
of explanation. It has been said that we made experiments on
our patients with the view of investigating the action of the drug.
This is entirely untrue; and no experiments or experimental observa-
tions of any kind have been made on any one. The circumstances
of the case are briefly these. In the early part of last year a paper
appeared in a well known journal of therapeutics recommending
nitrite of sodium as a remedy for epilepsy. It was stated that this
drug was allied to nitroglycerine, but was superior to it, as its
effects were more lasting. For some years I have used nitro-
glycerine with marked success in the treatment of many complaints,
including angina pectoris, pseudo-angina, asthma, neuralgia, sick-
headache, dysmenorrhmea, and the various forms of Bright's disease.
WXthen I heard of a remedy which was said to be superior to nitro-
glycerine, I hastened to give it a trial, for I was anxious that my
patients should have the benefit of the latest discoveries in medical
science. I was cautious, however, and gave it only in half the
dose originally recommended, ten grains, that is, instead of twenty.
The first patient who returned at the expiration of the week said
that it had done him no good, and expressed an opinion that it was
not strong enough. I then gave him fifteen grains, and this was
the only case in which the dose was increased. The second patient,
who had also taken ten grains, said it made him giddy and feel
sick. He complained of other symptoms, which I thought could
hardly be attributable to the drug for I knew that it'had been re-
commended in twice that dose, and I myself had just seen a manwvho had taken the ten grains three times a day for a week without
the production of any symptom whatever. I asked the man how
many doses he had taken, and he said only one. I urged him to
try it again, but he declined, saying lie had a "1 wife and family."
A great deal has been imade of this expression, but it was said
jokingly, and without any intention of conveying the idea that it
was a serious matter. As the other patients returned one by onenind complained, I saw that the drug had really disagreed with
them. This was the first intimation I had had from any source that
nitrite of sodium possessed toxic properties. I at once reduced the
lose first to five and-then to three grains. It was at this stage
that I communicated with Dr. Ringer. He thought the matter ofsuich importance that he made two experiments on cats, forwardingr
mie the results. I, in drawing up the paper, in deference to his
seniority, placed these experiments first, but, in point of time, they
were not made until long after I had observed the untoward ef-
fects of the drug on my patients. This is a plain, straightforward
statement of facts. There has been nothing in the shape of ex-
.erimentation; and I have prescribed nitrite of sodium only in
those cases in which, from my previous experience with nitro-glJcerine, I was convinced that it would prove useful.-I am, sir,
your obedient servant, W\rILLIAMU TMURRELL, M.D.

tiS, Weymouth Street, WV., November 15th, 1883.

.SnR,-It is muth to be regretted that the recent investigation of
Drs. Ringer and Murrell into the physiological action and dose of
sodium nitrite should have been the means of eliciting hostile criti-
cism from the lay press and public institutions. Of so potent- an
addition to our materia, medica, too much cannot be known; and,
in the interests of public safety, it was eminently desirable that the
untoward effect of large doses of the pure drug should be promi-
nently brought forward after careful investigation of the subject by
competent observers.- I feel anxious that wrong notions as to the
dose of sodium nitrite should be corrected in all quarters, since to
me, I believe, attaches the responsibility of introducing this agent
to the notice of the profession in this country as a remedy. In the
Practitioner for June 1882, I have described a case where I gave it
in twenty-grain doses, with no ill-effects whatever. At that time,
however, the drug was not in use as a medicine; and, though some
was specially obtained at my request from a leading London firm,
it was very largely adulterated. with nitrate, and hence the
harmlessness of scruple doses. I was not, however, aware
of. this impurity until some months afterwards, when Dr.
Ralfe, who, at my suggestion, was using it at the London Hospital,
discovered a. most perplexing and dangerous variability of purity in
a large number of specimens obtained from the principal makers,
and to this circumstance is largely attributable the occasional ilI
effects following its administration, brought forward by Dr. Ralfe
and Dr. Ramskill at the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society in
October 1882. It cannot be too widely known that it is unsafe to
begin with a larger dose than two grains of Morson's sodium nitrite
(less will often produce headache). Unfortunately, in the latest
edition of Dr. Ringer's work on Tlerapeiztics. the dose is given as
20 grains; and, as my name appears in connection -with the state-
ment, I am desirous of explaining that my conclusions were based
upon the employment of what eventually proved to be a very im-
pure specimen of the salt. To the mistakes of respectable wholesale
firms is chiefly due the danger that has attended the ordinary us%
of sodium nitrite in medical practice; and it is of the greatest im-
portance that the facts should be made known, and thus future mis-
haps avoided.-I am, sir, your obedient servant,

W. T. LAWv, M.D., F.R.C.S.
St. Leonard's-on-Sca, November 14th, 1883.

SnR,-In the course of a review of the tenth edition of Dr. Ringer's
Theralc7wtics, appearing in the JOURNAL of November 10th, there
occurs the remark: " On the succeeding page, a terrible mistake is
made, nitrite of sodium being recommended on the authority of
Matthew Hay, Mitchell, and Law, in angina pectoris, and epilepsy,
in tnenty-grain doses." If the reviewer had either- consulted my
paper, or perused more carefully the work of Dr. Ringer, he would
have found that I never recommended so large a dose of the nitrite.
I employed it in small doses; and was the first to point out the
great impurity of ordinary preparations of the salt.

Yours faithfully, MATTHEW HAY.
230, Union Street, Aberdeen.

COATS'S MANUAL OF PATHOLOGY.
SIR,-It is not customary nor desirable for authors to reply to

criticisms of their works appearing in the public journals, but an
exception may surely be made when matters of fact are in question.
In the notice of my Manual of Patholog,,y in your last week's issue,
your reviewer, in illustration of his principal criticism, makes two
statements, both of which I hope to show to be incorrect. Hle states
(1) that I make out the whole pathology of tuberculosis to be ex-
pressed in the bacillus discovered by Koch; and (2) he goes on to
state that, with the exception of a line and a half, in which it is
stated " that it is only persons who have nftural or acquired weak-
nesses that become the subjects of tuberculosis," that is the sum of
my teaching.
As to the last mentioned statement, the quotation given is from

p. 167; but at p. 165 there is nearly a paragraph devoted to the
enunckition of the view that, " in order to the development of
tuberculosis, there must be some existing condition of the tody
predisposing." The part of the book in which these quotations
occur is that dealing with general diseases; and in this department
the various local peculiarities did not call for prolonged considera-
tion, these two references being judged sufficient to prevent the
student inferring that the bacillus is everything. At pp. 543 to
546, where the causation of phthisis pulmonalis is treated of, the
local peculiarities receive the greatest prominence, while the bacillus
is scarcely more than mentioned.
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